Instruction for providing data on ownership relations
Depending on the type of account selected when registering the user account as ENTITY ACTING ON
OWN BEHALF or as LEI AGENT, some application windows presented in the instruction may have
different content.

Entities that applying for an LEI are obligated to report their:
➢ Direct Parent, the legal entity’s direct parent within the meaning of the accounting
regulations applicable to the parent, preparing consolidated financial statements which
consolidate that legal entity and itself having an LEI,
➢ Ultimate Parent, the legal entity’s direct or indirect parent within the meaning of the
accounting regulations applicable to the parent, prepared consolidated financial statements
which consolidate that legal entity and itself having an LEI. If it has no parent preparing
consolidated financial statements which consolidate that legal entity, the direct parent may
also be the ultimate parent, or
➢ Indicate that such entities don’t exist or indicate the reason why parent data may not be
disclosed.
To fill/update above mentioned data go to MY ACCOUNT/MY DATA and select ADD OR EDIT THE
RELATIONSHIPS.

In a DIRECT PARENT window provide an answer - who is the Direct Parent of the entity applying for
an LEI.
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After choosing one of the following options:
➢ An individual or all entity owners are individuals – when the parent entity is controlled by a
natural person(s),
➢ Only entity/legal entities which are not commercial companies or state-owned enterprises –
when entity’s owners are only e.g., Treasury, cooperatives, foundations, associations,
religious associations,
➢ The owners are not known - when there is no known person controlling the entity (e.g.,
diversified shareholding)
and clicking SAVE, process of filling relationship data will be finished.
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In the registration form information Reason to decline/no indication of the parent will show as
follow:
➢ The direct parent is an individual or all entity owners are individuals, if selected option was
„An individual or all entity owners are individuals”,
➢ None of the owners that are legal entities is a direct parent consolidating entity, if selected
option was „Only entity/legal entities which are not commercial companies or state-owned
enterprises (e.g. Treasury, cooperatives, foundations, associations, religious associations”,
➢ The owners are not known, if selected option was „The owners are not known”.

If entity’s owner are commercial companies or state enterprises, select the below option:
➢ Entity or entities, including commercial companies or state enterprises
and click ONWARDS.
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At this stage information if Direct Parent exist should be provided – an entity which has direct
control of the entity applying for an LEI and which consolidates that entity in the consolidated
financial statements and witch itself having an LEI. IMPORTANT! If entity that applying for an LEI is
controlled but not consolidated by an entity that itself is controlled by an entity consolidating the
entity applying for an LEI, the consolidating entity would be both direct and ultimate parent. In such
situation information about Ultimate Parent should be provided at this stage.
Select answer:
➢ YES, but the owner does not have an LEI or information about the direct parent cannot be
disclosed to the public – when there is Direct Parent but it is not possible to provide
information about it, e.g.
- Parent does not have an LEI,
- Obstacles in the laws or regulations of a jurisdiction prevent providing or publishing this
information,
- The consent of the parent was necessary under the applicable legal framework and the
parent did not consent or could not be contacted.
- Binding legal commitments (other than the laws or regulations of a jurisdiction), such as
articles governing the legal entity or a contract, prevent providing or publishing this
information.
- The child entity has sought to consult the parent entity about the reporting of the parent
information but could not confirm the absence of detriment in a way that can appropriately
prevent liability risks for the child entity.
- The disclosure of this information would be detrimental to the legal entity or the relevant
parent. This will include reasons generally accepted by public authorities in similar
circumstances, based on a declaration by the entity.
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Next, click the button ONWARDS and select the reason to decline/no indication of the
parent. Click Onwards, then the window Direct Parent will appear.

➢ No – when there is no entity which consolidates the entity applying for an LEI in the
consolidated financial statements. Click ONWARDS, then the window Ultimate Parent will
appear where option No should be selected as well.
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If entity that applying for an LEI has a Direct Parent and there is possibility to provide the data and
will be able to provide consolidated financial statement and a Direct Parent has an LEI select below
answer:
➢ Yes, direct parent have a LEI and his data may be disclosed

Click ONWARDS and provide the data of Direct Parent as below:

➢ LEI of the parent – obtain the information from website https://search.gleif.org/#/search/,
➢ Accounting standards – used by parent,
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➢ Relationship validation source – proof of consolidation, scan of the last consolidated
financial statement or other documents if consolidated financial statement was not
prepared yet should be attached to the form (MY ACCOUNT – MY DATA – UPLOAD FILE/S),

➢ Accounting period – the start and end dates of the accounting period which relates to the
last consolidated financial statement of the parent company. The indication is mandatory
if the date is known.

➢ Relationship period – indicate the date from which the relationship with the parent
company was started. The indication is mandatory when the date is known.
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Next, click Onwards. The Ultimate Parent window will appear – the highest level legal entity other
than indicated Direct Parent entity which consolidates the entity applying for an LEI in the
consolidating financial statements and has no other parent.

Select answer:
➢ Yes, ultimate parent have a LEI and his data may be disclosed – when there is entity that
meets the definition of the Ultimate Parent and will be able to provide consolidated financial
statement and itself having an LEI. Then, click ONWARDS, data should be completed in the
same way as for Direct Parent.
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➢ YES, but the owner does not have an LEI or information about the ultimate parent cannot
be disclosed to the public – when there is Ultimate Parent but it is not possible to provide
information about it, e.g.
- Parent does not have an LEI,
- Obstacles in the laws or regulations of a jurisdiction prevent providing or publishing this
information,
- The consent of the parent was necessary under the applicable legal framework and the
parent did not consent or could not be contacted.
- Binding legal commitments (other than the laws or regulations of a jurisdiction), such as
articles governing the legal entity or a contract, prevent providing or publishing this
information.
- The child entity has sought to consult the parent entity about the reporting of the parent
information but could not confirm the absence of detriment in a way that can appropriately
prevent liability risks for the child entity.
- The disclosure of this information would be detrimental to the legal entity or the relevant
parent. This will include reasons generally accepted by public authorities in similar
circumstances, based on a declaration by the entity.

➢ Next, click the button ONWARDS and select the reason to decline/no indication of the
parent. Click SAVE, system will automatically transfer you to the REGISTRATION AND UPDATE
DATA FORM.
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➢ No – when there is no entity other than Ultimate Parent preparing consolidated financial
statements and consolidates the entity applying for an LEI. Click SAVE, system will
automatically transfer to the REGISTRATION AND DATA UPDATE FORM.
After filling all information in the registration form use button SAVE at the end of the form, system
will automatically transfer you to the tab LEI code services/LEI code services as an Agent with
available options for submitting proper orders.
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